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EYELETS

TAG GUNS
Hipkiss Eyelet Kits Ideal for the

Tach-it 2® Tag Gun A versatile

small job. These easy to use kits include
the punch and die as well as the eyelets
and rings. Very good value.

tag gun engineered for operator comfort.
The Tach-it guns are built to last with a
maintenance-free internal mechanism.
They are used widely in warehouses,
shops and factories throughout the
world. The blue triggers denote the use
of a standard needle.

Eyelet Kits content		diameter								size															code												each kit
25								7.94 mm									PP22														GEN161											 £7.15
25								9.53 mm									PP24														GEN162											 £7.96
15									12.70 mm								PP28														GEN168										 £12.40

Tach-it 2®								qty				code			 price
Gun													
STPG203S		
£22.49
Spare Needles					 pack of 3			 STPNS		
£13.95
Tags for Tach-it 2®						length				code		 per 10,000
Heavy-duty Black Nylon		 15 mm				 STP1015B
£19.95
Heavy-duty Natural Nylon		 15 mm				 STP1015N		
£19.45

Loose Eyelets
These loose eyelets are
supplied as eye and ring
in bags of 100. They are
available in cleaned
brass, nickel-plated, and
epoxy black. Solid stainless eyelets can be ordered, please phone for
details. Larger sizes are also available to order. Unfortunately, size 20
Black has been discontinued.
Loose Eyelets [eye and ring]																																																	 1,000
size internal Ø		 brass code per 100		 nickel code		 per 100		 black code		 per100		 10+ x 100
20 6.7 mm					GEN158		£7.00		GEN158N		£7.00						—							—						 £6.30
22 7.94 mm				GEN165		£7.00		GEN165N		 £7.00		 GEN165B		 £7.00		 £6.30
25 10.31 mm		 GEN167			£9.00		GEN167N		 £9.00		 GEN167B		£9.00		 £8.10
27 11.9 mm				GEN169		 £12.25		 GEN169N		 £12.25 GEN169B		£12.25		 £11.00
30 15.87 mm		 GEN160		£21.00 GEN160N		 £21.00 GEN160B		 £21.00 £18.90
32 19.05 mm		 GEN159			£33.00 GEN159N		 £33.00 GEN159B		 £33.00 £29.70

Avery Mk11 Tag Gun A good
value gun using a conventional needle
incorporating a cutting blade.

MK11 Tag Gun								qty				code		 price
Tag Gun												STP201		
£9.98
Spare needles						pack of 5			STP221		
£12.50
Tags for Mk11 Tag Gun						 length				 code		 per 5,000
Black Nylon						15 mm				STP211		
£10.45
Natural Nylon						15 mm				STP212		
£10.30
Natural Polypropylene			 20 mm			 STP213		
£7.50

SPEEDY STITCHER
Speedy Stitcher Sewing
Awl The Speedy Stitcher can be used to
sew any heavy material such as leather
or several layers of thick canvas. Use it
to repair tents, awnings, cloths, sails,
upholstery, shoes, floor cloths etc. So
easy even a man can use it. Very popular.

Hand-Closing Tools The hand-closing tool
consists of a punch and die.
Hand-Closing Tools															code															price
for size:
20																																		GEN158HCT							£18.28
22																																		GEN165HCT							£19.53
25																																		GEN167HCT								£21.76
27																																		GEN169HCT							£24.35
30																																		GEN160HCT							£30.76
32																																		GEN159HCT								£35.11

Speedy Stitcher®			length		type				code
Speedy Stitcher										TOLSS
Spare cord 			180 yds		fine				TOLSS1507
Spare cord 			180 yds		coarse			TOLSS1506

price
£13.62
£7.45
£11.21

PINS
Kilt Pin A giant safety pin ideally
suited to shortening black serge drapes.

Wad Punches The wad punch is for cutting the hole
through the material. NB: When using non-malleable
heavy-duty stable materials such as vinyl tarpaulin we
find you need to wad punch one size bigger.
Wad Punches			diameter									code															price
for size:
20															1/4”				6 mm									GEN158WP									£9.59
22															5/16”			8 mm 								GEN165WP									£9.74
25															3/8”			9 mm									GEN167WP									£9.74
27															7/16”			11 mm								GEN169WP									£11.12
30															9/16”			14 mm								GEN160WP								£13.96
32															3/4”			19 mm								GEN159WP								£15.08
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Kilt Pin					length							code		
					76 mm							GEN090		

price
£0.42

Safety Pins A choice between the
bog standard safety pin or the useful
black version.
Safety Pins					length		qty				code		
Bog Standard Pin 28 mm		 pack of 72			 GEN095P		
Black Safety Pin		 34 mm		 pack of 72			 GEN095B		

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY

per pack
£4.05
£4.25

www.flints.co.uk

GAUZE HANKS AND WIRE RUNNERS

LEAD FREE DRAPERY WEIGHT TAPE
1.5” Lead Free Drapery Tape

gauzes to tension wires. The clip grips the
cloth by means of a small screw. The clip is
then offered up to the tension wire at right
angles and twisted to lock in place. The gauze
can then silently slide up and down the wires
whilst remaining stretched. Available in black
and white. Also see Pelican Hooks [page 169].

First brought in as a special for the Props and
Costume departments of the National Theatre,
this drapery tape is great for weighting down
skirts, cloaks, and even drapes! Many workshops
are working towards being lead free to protect
their staff, so the steel weights in this tape
help with that. The polyester sheath allows for
it to be quickly sewn along a hem. Each weight
[25 x 25 mm] is sealed at 45 mm
increments to allow the quick and
easy adjustment of length.
Sold per metre, max length 22.86 m.
Weighs 248 g / m

Gauze Hanks														code					price								50+					code						price								50+
fits wire													black 																											white
5 – 6 mm										HA244B		£0.85					£0.77						HA244W		£0.65					 £0.59
4 – 5 mm										HA144B		£0.46					£0.42					HA144W			£0.50					 £0.45

Wire Runners Occasionally, it is
preferable to use pulleys to run along tensioning
wires to stretch out large cloths. These quiet
smooth running pulleys have removable clevis
pins so they can be inserted onto captive
wires. The clevis pin can then either go directly
through an eyelet in the cloth or be used with
Holdons and Spaniflexes [page 183] to make
a system which has the ability to adjust the
cloth tension. The weight of the pulleys helps
Showing the Wire Runner used
the cloth fly in. Great value.
with a Spaniflex and a Holdon.
Tradeline
Wire Runner							code				price
50+50 +
							BARS1 			£5.58			 £5.09

F

PIPESNAPS
Pipesnaps A great product to radically
speed up rigging and demounting drapes.
The Pipesnap quickly clips onto any 50 mm
Ø barrel. The weight of the cloth holds it
securely in place. To release it, a cord can be
attached to the hole on the rear of the clip.
When the cord is pulled the clip cants back and
releases from the bar. The clips can be linked
with a cord so that fewer hauling cords are
needed to release entire cloths.
Pipesnaps							code				price
							PROPS				£4.89			

50+
£4.16

OMEGA CLIPS
Omega Clips This fitting clips neatly
over scaffold or truss tubes. It enables cloth
to be neatly attached to the top of truss or a
cross bar without the need for unsightly ties
or eyelets.
Omega Clips							code				price			
							PRO7686B			£4.50

10+
£3.85

CYC CLAMPS
Cyc Clamp Heavy-duty cyclorama
clamps ideally suited for stretching large
backdrops to prevent unsightly creases. Why
spoil a beautifully painted cloth for the sake
of some strategic “Cyc Clamps”?
Cyc Clamp							code				price			
							PRO9280				£13.91			
T: 020 7703 9786

50+
£12.00
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Gauze Hanks A very useful clip for fixing

Lead Free Tape width						code				 price			 22 m +
		 1.5” [38 mm]				 PROLF90				 £5.00			 £4.50

HOLDONS

See
Shock Cord Loops
[page 183]

Holdons® These clever Swedish clips will grip
any flexible material and provide a strong hanging
point without the need for conventional eyelets.
The more you pull, the more they grip. They provide
the following advantages over eyelets:
4 Banners can be rolled up totally flat without
any eyelet damage
4 Fixing points can be selected exactly where
they are needed whilst on-site
4 Excellent load capacity of 40 kg for the Mini
Holdon and 100 kg for the Midi Holdon
4 No tools needed just push to fit
4 Completely reuseable and relocatable
4 Ideal for stretching cycloramas

Holdon®															black code				price					white code				price							 50+
Mini															HOLDMINB					£0.97				HOLDMINW				£0.97
£0.66
Midi															HOLDMIDIB				£1.20						HOLDMIDIW			£1.20		 £0.80

TRUSS SLEEVE
TrussSleeve ® Bored with
the “Truss Look” trade show
stand? Then TrussSleeve is the
innovative product for you. Instead
of being a technical necessity,
trusses become a decorative
element. When lit from the inside
the light is nicely diffused due
to the ribbed fabric structure.
TrussSleeve is inherently flame
retardant and can be washed
without losing its FR properties.
The fabric is seamless and can be
perforated allowing you to attach
Transforms
lights and hide cables. TrussSleeve is available in black or
your truss!
white. The 270 mm size we stock will fit a 300 x 300 mm
three chord truss loosely or 300 x 300 mm four chord and
400 x 400 mm three chord trusses tightly. Also available to order to
fit larger trusses. Full roll lengths are approximately 50 m. To paint
truss, see HATO®Truss on page 13.
TrussSleeves®				flat width		code				
Black				270 mm			PROTS27B			
White				270 mm			PROTS27W 		

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY

per m
£22.25		
£20.94		

10 m+
£20.02
£18.85

www.flints.co.uk
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